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1. Introduction

Fischer–Tropsch Synthesis (FTS) is a well-known industrial pro-
cess which starts from syngas (mixture of CO and H2 obtained from
CH4, coal or, as a new tendency, biomass) for the production of
light and heavy hydrocarbons [1]. Nowadays it is imperative to
develop economical and energy-efficient processes for the sustain-
able production of fuels and chemicals alternative to the ones
deriving from petroleum. FTS is a well-established industrial pro-
cess through by means of which this aim can be achieved. FTS
has been commercially used for many years and is still attracting
much attention as a mean of producing transportation fuels due
to the variety of raw materials that can be used as raw material
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Table 1
Surface area and FTS results (T = 493 K) of all the prepared catalyst.

Sample S.A.
(m2 g�1)

CO
conversion
(%)

Products selectivity (%) C2
+ yield

(%)
CO2 CH4 6C7 >C7

Co10 369 21.4 1 6 8 84.7 19.8
Co10Pt0.1 365 66.3 2 7 7 85 52.8
Co10Pt0.25 358 66.6 3 6 8 85 60.8
Co10Pt0.5 359 68.7 3 7 8 82 62.8
Co10Pt2.0 356 63.9 6 9 8 74 54.6
for the syngas production [2,3]. FTS is now a crucial step in the Bio-
mass-to-Liquid (BTL) process together with methanol synthesis [4–
6]. The essential target of FTS is to produce paraffins and olefins
with different molecular weights and to limit the maximum forma-
tion of methane and CO2 [7]. FTS usually requires catalysts based
on iron or cobalt [1]. Iron catalysts are often preferred over
cobalt–based ones especially when converting syngas with molar
H2/CO ratio lower than 2 (the stoichiometric for FTS reaction) [8].
This is the typical condition when syngas is produced from bio-
mass or coal [9]. Iron-based catalysts in fact are active towards
the Water Gas Shift reaction (WGS: CO + H2O M CO2 + H2), able to
produce hydrogen increasing in this way the H2/CO ratio [10]. On
the other hand when it is possible to feed in the FTS reactor a syn-
gas mixture with a H2/CO ratio close to 2 (syngas directly produced
from natural gas or alternatively produced from coal or biomass
and then enriched in H2 by a proper shift reactor), cobalt catalysts
are more largely used due to their both high selectivity to heavy
hydrocarbons and low activity in WGS reaction limiting the CO2

formation [11]. Moreover Co-based catalysts show longer life-time
[12] and higher CO conversion compared with Fe based catalyst.
Cobalt is traditionally supported in FTS catalyst. Promotion with
platinum [13] and ruthenium [14] greatly increases the rate of
cobalt reduction; the promotion seemed to reduce the activation
energy of the formation of cobalt metallic phases [11,15,16].

Much experimental work has been devoted to investigate the
microscopic structure of FTS catalysts, aiming to unveil the role
of both Co and noble metals in this reaction. This is not a simple
task due to the complex nature of the samples, which are com-
posed by the support, Co both as in metallic and oxide form
(�10 wt%) and the noble metal acting as a promoter (less than
2 wt%). An exhaustive structural investigation using powder dif-
fraction is difficult and, in general, XRPD (X Ray Powder Diffrac-
tion) has been used to gain qualitative information. Conversely,
EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) has to be con-
sidered the suitable technique for this purpose due to its element
selectivity. Also many groups have used EXAFS to characterize
the microscopic nature of their FT catalysts on different supports.
In particular, EXAFS experiments have been performed at the Co-
K [13–22], at the Pt-LIII [17,20,23] and Ru-K [17–19] edges.

In the present work two sets of supported bimetallic and mono-
metallic catalysts (BMCs and MMCs respectively) containing
10 wt% of Co and different percentages of Pt and Ru (0.1, 0.25,
0.5, and 2.0 wt%) were prepared in order to relate the catalytic per-
formance of promoted Co catalysts to the nature and concentration
of the noble metal promoters with particular attention to the struc-
ture, microstructure and distribution of Pt and Ru containing
phases. TPR, SEM, TEM, XRPD and in particular EXAFS investiga-
tions were carried out on both promoted and unpromoted samples.

The catalytic performance was evaluated in a FTS laboratory-
scale packed bed reactor, with particular attention to the effect of
low quantity of noble metals (Ru and Pt) in BMCs. These catalysts
are already well known in the literature and in the industrial appli-
cations, as pointed out. Nevertheless, the main aim of this paper is to
provide a useful contribution to the state of the art of these catalytic
systems, in particular in the understanding of their actual local
structure by EXAFS analysis. The complementary characterization
techniques together with the evaluation of FTS results of these mate-
rials are necessary to give a complete description of the system.
Co10Ru0.1 349 54.6 2 6 9 73 50.2
Co10Ru0.25 346 66.3 2 7 8 81 60.3
Co10Ru0.5 353 71.2 2 6 6.7 85 65.3
Co10Ru2.0 336 42.7 6 9 11 62.7 35.4

6C7: all the hydrocarbons in the range C2–C7.
>C7: all the hydrocarbons greater than C7.
Product ‘‘i’’ selectivity = (C moles in product i)/(C converted moles) � 100.
C2

+ yield = CO conversion � (6C7 selectivity + >C7 selectivity) � 10�2.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Catalysts preparation

The silica used as support was an Aldrich Product (diameter
particles: 105–149 lm, BET surface: 500 m2 g�1, pore volume:
0.75 cm3 g�1); the salts used for the catalyst preparation were:
Co (II) nitrate hexahydrate, Ru(III) and Pt(II) acethylacetonate, all
Fluka products (purity >99.99%).

Both monometallic (MMCs) and bimetallic (BMCs) catalysts
were prepared following the successive steps: support impregna-
tion, air calcinations, reduction in hydrogen. All the percentages
concerning the catalysts composition quoted in this paper are on
weight basis. Co 10% on silica was prepared by impregnation using
an aqueous solution of cobalt nitrate; before impregnation the sup-
port was heated overnight at 373 K. The impregnation was per-
formed in a Rotavapor apparatus at 313 K, for 24 h. After the
impregnation water was eliminated at 333 K in the same apparatus
under moderate vacuum. The catalyst was then dried at 393 K and
calcined at 773 K for 4 h in air using static conditions. The impreg-
nation for Pt or Ru monometallic catalysts was made in the same
way using acetone as solvent for the precursors. The bimetallic cat-
alysts were prepared by a second impregnation with the Ru or Pt
salts on Co 10%/SiO2.

The symbol Co10 means a monometallic catalyst containing
10% of Co, i.e. [g Co/(g SiO2 + g Co) � 100] = 10. For bimetallic cat-
alysts the symbols CoX–RuY or CoX–PtY mean a catalyst prepared
from 1 g of Co10 to which the cited precursors of Ru and Pt are
added in order to give a ratio [g Ru/(1 g Co10 + g Ru)] � 100 = Y
(where Y = 0.1 or other values as indicated in Table 1) and likewise
for Pt.

The list of all the prepared samples is reported in Table 1.
2.2. Catalyst characterization

All the characterizations described in the following (SEM, TEM,
XRPD, XPS, EXAFS) were performed on reduced samples. The pre-
pared catalyst, after the calcination procedure was dried at
393 K, weighed and placed in a quartz reactor where it was fluxed
with hydrogen (30 ml min�1), while the temperature was raised to
633 K at 10 K min�1 and here maintained for 16 h, then it was
fluxed with argon (30 ml min�1) at 633 K for 2 h. Differently, TPR
analysis were performed on the calcined sample. The reduction
conditions were chosen in accord with a similar work by Dalil
et al. [24].

The surface area of all catalysts was determined by conven-
tional N2 absorption at 77 K (BET method) using a Sorptometer
1042 instrument (Costech). Before the measurements, the catalyst
samples were heated at 393 K for 12 h, and then pre-treated at
473 K in a nitrogen flux.

TPR/TPO Analysis: a cycle TPR1/TPO/TPR2 (Temperature Pro-
grammed Reduction/oxidation/reduction) was performed on the
samples using a commercial apparatus (Thermoelectron) equipped



with a TCD detector. The prepared catalysts, after the calcination
procedure were dried at 393 K, then weighed and placed in a
quartz reactor where they were fluxed with argon (30 ml min�1),
while the temperature was raised to 473 K at 10 K min�1 and then
maintained at this temperature for one hour. The samples were
cooled at room temperature in static air and the TPR1 procedure
was performed feeding a flux (14 ml min�1) of hydrogen in argon
(5.01% V/V) and heating the sample from 323 to 1173 K
(8 K min�1); after reaching the last temperature the samples were
cooled in the same gas to room temperature. Similarly, TPO was
performed using a flux (14 ml min�1) of oxygen in helium (5% V/
V) from 323 to 1173 K just after TPR1. TPR2 procedure, after TPO,
was the same as TPR1.

SEM, EDX, TEM: The surface morphology and phase distribution
were investigated by using and Electron Scanning Microscope
(SEM) Philips XL series – XL 30 ESEM-FEG. It is noteworthy to
observe that this instrument can also work at atmospheric pres-
sure, and that the combination ESEM-FED (Environmental Scan-
ning Electron Microscopy – Field Emission Gun) increases the
image contrast. TEM analyses were made on a Philips CM12 instru-
ment equipped with a high-resolution camera.

XRPD: Room temperature XRPD patterns were collected
between 5� and 80� (2h range, Dh = 0.017�) with an XPERT-PRO dif-
fractometer (PANanalytical) equipped with a X’ Celerator Position
Sensitive detector for a total counting time of 1 h to collect each
pattern. The diffractometer was operating with Cu Ka radiation
(k = 1.5418 Å) in Bragg Brentano (theta/theta) reflection geometry.

EXAFS: Fluorescence XAFS (X-ray Absorption Fine Structure)
data were collected at the GILDA beamline [25] (European Syn-
chrotron Radiation Facility, ESRF, Grenoble) at the Pt-LIII and Ru-
K edges at room temperature. A Si (311) double crystal monochro-
mator was used; to obtain a reasonable signal to noise ratio, the
integration time was adjusted to obtain 106 counts in the fluores-
cence channel; in addition, in order to avoid distortions of the
spectra, the count rate of each element was kept well below the
saturation limit. The EXAFS data analysis was carried out taking
advantage of the GNXAS [26,27] and EXCURV98 [28] programs.
Full multiple scattering calculations making use of the exact
curved wave theory were performed to fit the spectra. Backscatter-
ing and phase shifts were calculated by the program and take into
account the Ramsauer–Towsend effect in at the Pt-LIII edge.

2.3. FTS laboratory-scale apparatus

FTS reaction tests have been carried out in a fixed bed tubular
reactor, internal diameter = 6 mm, using 1 g of fresh catalyst mixed
with 1 g of diluting material (a-Al2O3, Fluka). This diluting material
is absolutely inert for FT both in term of activity and water adsorp-
tion [29]. Also, notwithstanding alumina is not a good thermal con-
ductor, its presence allows a good control of the temperature
inside the catalytic bed (the maximum increase of the temperature
experimentally verified by an axial thermocouple was equal to
5 �C) [30].

All the catalysts were initially activated in situ in flowing
H2 (90.0 ml min�1 at 633 K, 0.8 MPa for 4 h). The catalysts
were tested in a flow of syngas with H2/CO (ratio of 2/1;
flow = 46.8 Nml min�1) using nitrogen as internal analytical stan-
dard (flow = 5.0 Nml min�1) at 2.0 MPa and T = 493 K, for 90 h.
Analysis of the gas-phase products (the fraction C1–C6 not con-
densed in the cold trap) were performed with an on-line micro-
gaschromatograph (Agilent 3000A) equipped with two different
columns: the first, a molsieves module, by which it is possible to
separate CO, N2 and CH4 with a column temperature of 318 K,
the second, a OV-1 module (filled with polydymethylsiloxilane),
by which it is possible to separate CO2 and all the hydrocarbons
in the range C2–C6 with a column temperature of 373 K. In this
instrument the gas sample is split into the two modules and then
analyzed at the same time. Measurements were carried out every
60 min during the reaction.

Liquid products were collected, during the complete reaction
cycle (90 h), in a trap (V = 400 ml), operating at 278 K and at the
same pressure of the reactor (2.0 MPa), and then analyzed by a
gas chromatograph (Fisons – 8000 series) equipped with a Pora-
pack-Q columns (this being able to separate C7–C30 hydrocarbon
fraction). The column temperature was maintained at 333 K for
1 min and then heated up to 573 K at 8 K/min. The aqueous phase
collected in the cold trap was analyzed by a TOC (Shimadzu 5000A)
to identify the quantity of carbonaceous species dissolved in water.
Using all the collected data, a molar balance resulted with a max-
imum error of ±5% moles, for each run.
3. Results and discussion

All the catalysts were characterized by TPR/TPO techniques in
order to investigate their reduction/oxidation properties and verify
the actual cooperation between cobalt and ruthenium or platinum
in BMCs samples. Additionally a monometallic catalyst having 0.5%
of Ru on silica (Ru0.5) and a mechanical mixture of cobalt 10% on
silica and ruthenium 0.5% on silica (named Co10–Ru0.5/MM) were
prepared as reference samples. TPR1/TPO/TPR2 plots of Co10 are
reported in Fig. 1a, while in Fig. 1b TPR results are shown for the
samples: Co10, Ru0.5, Co10–Ru0.5/MM. Similar plots are reported
in Fig. 2 for the samples prepared by successive impregnation
method: Fig. 2a for the Pt series (Co10, Co10–Pt0.1, Co10–Pt0.5,
Co10–Pt2) and Fig. 2b for the Ru series (Co10, Co10–Ru0.1,
Co10–Ru0.5, Co10–Ru2). Similar results are obtained for all the
other mechanical mixtures and have not been reported for brevity.
The numerical values of the peaks temperatures are given in
Table 2.

An interesting difference between TPR1 and TPR2 plots in the
monometallic Co10 can be observed in Fig. 1a; this indicates that
after the TPO step a reconstruction of the surface is present.
TPR1 plot (Fig. 1a) is very similar in comparison with that of
Schanke et al. [31] (two peaks at 600 K and 670 K) while the peak
4 for TPR2 and 5 for TPO suggests that a new phase is present due
to the possible formation of cobalt silicate, in accordance with the
literature [32].

The sample Co10–Ru0.5MM (Fig. 1b) gives a TPR1 plot, which is
almost the same as the sum of the two separate components,
showing a total absence of metal–metal cooperation. On the con-
trary the supported Co–Pt and Co–Ru samples, obtained by succes-
sive impregnation, show a significant influence of the noble metal
on the reduction temperature of cobalt oxides [33], and shown
qualitatively in Fig. 2a and b respectively. Quantitative results
are given in Table 2.

In particular, comparing Fig. 1b (Co10–Ru0.5MM, curve (b)) and
1b (Co10–Ru0.5, curve (c)) it is evident that a positive cooperative
effect of Ru exists in the reduction of cobalt oxide(s) for the cata-
lysts prepared by successive impregnation. In fact in Fig. 1b, curve
(b) has the main peak 5, at T5 = 664 K, while in Fig. 2b, curve (c) has
the main peak 6, at T6 = 629 K. Similar results were obtained com-
paring Co–Pt catalysts. All these results are qualitatively in agree-
ment with literature [34–36]. The conclusion of TPR experiments is
that the higher the noble metal concentration is in BMCs the lower
the peaks temperatures are (Fig. 2: peaks 1–4 and 5–8, correspond-
ing to the reductions Co3O4 ? CoO and CoO ? Co, respectively).
Therefore TPR results clearly demonstrate the presence of a strong
spillover effect, which is well expected when a source of spilling
species (e.g. a group of VIII metals) is coupled to an acceptor (e.g.
an oxide) [37]. While for bulk Co3O4 the attribution of the peaks
corresponding to the two previous reactions is possible [38], for



Fig. 1. a: TPR1/TPO/TPR2 plots of: Co10. Peak number/degree K: (1) 581; (2) 664;
(3) 607; (4) 1099; (5) 1196; b: TPR of: (a) Co10, (b) Co10–Ru0.5MM (1:1) (MM,
mechanical mixture), and (c) Ru0.5. Peak number/degree K: (1) 413; (2) 437; (3)
437; (4) 577; (5) 661; (6) 913.

Fig. 2. a: TPR of Co10 and Co10–PtX catalysts obtained by successive impregnation
on Co10: (a) Co10, (b) Co10–Pt0.1, (c) Co10–Pt0.5, (d) Co10–Pt2. Peak number/
degree K: (1) 447; (2) 449; (3) 486; (4) 518; (5) 618; (6) 619; (7) 643; (8) 670; (9)
929; b: TPR of Co10 and Co10–RuX catalysts obtained by successive impregnation
on Co10: (a) Co10, (b) Co10–Ru0.1, (c) Co10–Ru0.5, (d) Co10–Ru2. Peak number/
degree K: (1) 436; (2) 455; (3) 517; (4) 580; (5) 609; (6) 623; (7) 639; (8) 670.
supported catalyst this is more difficult, being the step 2

CoO ? 2Co + O2 dependent on both particle size and support prop-
erties connected with the retention of water produced by the reac-
tion Co3O4 + H2 ? 3 CoO + H2O.

Fig. 3 shows the SEM images of four reduced BMCs, [(a) Co10–
Pt2, (b) Co10–Pt0.5, (c) Co10–Ru2 and (d) Co10–Ru0.5], while TEM
images are shown in Fig. 4 for (a) Co10–Pt2 and (b) Co10–Ru2 sam-
ples as examples. SEM/EDX analyses of Co10–PtX and Co10–RuX
(X = 0.5 and 2, Fig. 3a–d) show that the noble metal aggregates
seem to grow mainly above the Co–CoxOy phase, in the reduced
samples. This is undoubtedly a consequence of the preparation
procedure, i.e. the cobalt precursor is deposited in the first step,
then oxidized and finally the noble metal precursor is added.
TEM analyses show larger Pt particles with respect to Ru ones.

In order to evaluate the crystalline structures of metallic phases
XRPD analyses have been performed. Fig. 5 shows the diffraction
patterns relative to Co10–Pt2 (A), Co10–Pt0.5 (B), Co10–Ru2 (C),
Co10–Ru0.5 (D) and Co10 (E) samples. In addition to the contribu-
tion of amorphous SiO2, only a few broad diffraction peaks are
apparent in all the patterns. For what the Co10–Pt2 sample (pat-
tern A in Fig. 5) concerns, aside the (111) reflection of cubic Co
at �44.5� and the (111) and (200) reflection of CoO, at 38.8� and
42.6� respectively, the (111) reflection of cubic Pt is apparent at
�40.0� This last peak disappears in the pattern relative to the
Co10–Pt0.5 sample (see pattern B). The patterns relative to
Co10–Ru2 (C), Co10–Ru0.5 (D) and Co10 (E) evidence the peaks rel-
ative to the Co and CoO phases. As a matter of fact the peaks of hex-
agonal metallic Ru could be hindered by those of CoO and Co ones
since they fall at about the same angles [e.g. the Ru (101) reflection
at�44.0�]. Similarly the attribution of XRPD to Co2SiO4 phase is not
possible because the position of the most intense diffraction peak
of this phase is quite coincident with the CoO one.

Fig. 6 shows the EXAFS spectra for the samples Co10–Pt0.1 and
Co10–Pt2 (a and c respectively), while the corresponding Fourier
Transforms are shown in b and d, respectively. Similarly in Fig. 7
EXAFS spectra for the samples Co10–Ru0.1, Co10–Ru0.5, Co10–
Ru2 are reported as a, c, e respectively, while in b, d and f the cor-
responding Fourier Transforms are shown, respectively. To better
understand the local chemical environment of the supported noble
metals in the BMCs, EXAFS analyses have been performed on Ru-K
and Pt-LIII edges. With reference to Co10–Pt0.1 sample (Fig. 6a) the
first peak in the Fourier Transforms (Fig. 6b) at about 2.5 Å ca. is
attributed to Co atoms (nearest neighbors), while the second peak
at about 3.0 Å ca. is attributed to Pt atoms (next nearest neighbors).
Other peaks at higher distances are also found. The EXAFS evidence
is therefore that for the Pt0.1 composition, Co and Pt form an inter-
metallic compound or a solid solution. In the Pt–Co phase diagram,
a face centered cubic solid solution a and two intermetallic com-
pounds (PtCo and Pt3Co) can be obtained [39]. The best agreement
between the observed and calculated EXAFS is achieved by using a
structural model derived from the PtCo face centered tetragonal
structure. The fit is shown in Fig. 6b as dotted lines, and the struc-
tural parameters obtained by the EXAFS analysis are shown in
Table 3A. It can therefore be concluded that for the Co10–Pt0.1
composition, Pt forms the PtCo intermetallic compound.

On the contrary, the EXAFS spectrum of the Co10–Pt2 sample,
which is show in Fig. 6c along with its Fourier transform
(Fig. 6d), shows all the features of pure Pt and could be fitted using
a structural model derived from the close packed cubic structure of
Pt, as it is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 6d. The structural
parameters derived from the EXAFS analysis are displayed in
Table 3B. The presence of metallic Pt in Co10–Pt2 samples is in per-
fect agreement with XRPD results (see Fig. 5).

With regard to the Co–Ru samples (Co10–Ru0.1, Co10–Ru0.5,
Co10–Ru2, Figs. 7a, c and e respectively) all these spectra look very



Table 2
TPR peak temperatures. In parenthesis the peak numbers as referred to Figs. 2a and 4b.

Entry wt% Pt Co3O4 ? CoO (K) CoO ? Co (K) wt% Ru Co3O4 ? CoO (K) CoO ? Co (K)

1 0 (Co10) 575 (4) 660 (8) 0 (Co10) 575 (4) 662 (8)
2 0.1 485 (3) 635 (7) 0.1 508 (3) 636 (7)
3 0.5 449 (2) 615 (6) 0.5 451 (2) 629 (6)
4 2.0 449 (1) 611 (5) 2.0 433 (1) 605 (5)

Fig. 3. SEM of reduced BMC samples (25�103X). White and grey particles are Pt and Ru on Co–CoxOy phase respectively as obtained by EDX; (a) Co10–Pt2, (b) Co10–Pt0.5, (c)
Co10–Ru2, (d) Co10–Ru0.5.

Fig. 4. TEM of reduced samples: (a) Co10–Pt2 and (b) Co10–Ru2.
similar and could be interpreted on the basis of the Ru hexagonal
close packed structure. The structural parameters are displayed
in Table 3C–E for the Co10–Ru0.1, Co10–Ru0.5 and Co10–Ru2 sam-
ples, respectively. It is clear that the Ru local chemical environment
is impressively similar in the Co10–Ru0.1 and Co10–Ru2 samples,
while the Co10–Ru0.5 sample is somewhat different. It is found in
the literature [40] that Co and Ru form a continuous series of solid
solutions having hexagonal close packed structure, their lattice
constants being situated on a straight line connecting the constants
of the components. As the distance of the first shell in the hcp
structure is equal to the lattice constant, we can use the values dis-
played in Table 3C–E to obtain a composition of the solid solution
in the bimetallic Ru/Co catalysts. Using the value 2.5071 Å and
2.7059 Å, for Co and Ru, respectively [40,41], it is found that the
Co10–Ru0.1 and Co10–Ru2 samples contain Ru–Co alloys having
ca. 23% (atomic percentage) of Co, while in the Co10–Ru0.5 sam-
ples the alloy is much richer in Ru, and contain only ca. 10%
(atomic percentage) of Co.

Although this can be regarded as indirect results, and cannot be
directly confirmed by fitting the spectra using different models,
due to the intrinsic limitations of the EXAFS technique, good evi-
dence in support of this conclusion can be obtained by looking at
the intensity of the main peak in the Fourier Transforms in
Fig. 7b, d, and f. It is fairly evident that for the Co10–Ru0.1 and
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Fig. 5. XRPD power diffraction patterns of samples reduced for 3 h at 623 K in
hydrogen atmosphere: A: Co10–Pt2; B: Co10–Pt0.5, C: Co10–Ru2; D: Co10–Ru0.5;
E: Co10. The symbols indicate the diffraction peaks relative to: hexagonal Co
(circles); CoO (square) and Pt (asterisks).

Fig. 6. a and c: Pt-LIII edge EXAFS signal for the Co10–Pt0.1 and Co10–Pt2
respectively samples. b and d: The corresponding Fourier transform. Full lines:
experimental; dotted lines fit obtained as indicated in the text. Multiple scattering
contributions are clearly apparent at high r (P5 Å).
Co10–Ru2 samples the intensity are quite the same, while for the
Co10–Ru0.5 sample a much higher intensity is found. The intensity
of the peaks in the EXAFS Fourier Transform reflects both the num-
ber of neighbors and the magnitude of their backscattering func-
tions. Variations in the number of neighbors originated by
changes in the size of the particles can be excluded on the basis
of SEM and TEM inspections of samples. Thus, the only possible
explanation for the above mentioned increase in amplitude is the
presence of a lesser amount of Co in the Co10–Ru0.5 sample, pro-
vided that the backscattering function of Co is (on average) lower
than that of Ru.

Fig. 8 summarizes the hypotheses regarding the structure of
Co–Pt and Co–Ru ensembles as derived from the above reported
discussion of EXAFS measurements. Obviously Fig. 8 drawings of
the ensembles do not represent the overall composition of the
cited samples because EXAFS probes the radial distribution func-
tion of Ru and Pt atoms of the ensembles and therefore this tech-
nique gives only the local chemical environment around the
noble metals, up to a distance of few Å.

Basically the structure of Co–Pt and Co–Ru ensembles are differ-
ent. Clusters in which Co and Pt atoms coexist forming PtCo com-
pound (in Co10–Pt0.1) or only Pt atoms form cubic Pt phase (in
Co10–Pt2) are present (see Fig. 8). In the latter case a long-range
migration of hydrogen through a spill-over process may happen
as indicated in bimetallic catalysts of Co with Ir, Ru, Rh, Re, Pt or
Os supported on silica [42]. For what concerns BMCs, Ru based,
solid solutions CoxRuy are present (see previous discussion and
Fig. 8). Moreover a Ru-richer solid solutions is present in Co10–
Ru0.5 sample having an atomic percentage of about 90% of Ru
and 10% Co.

Guczi et al. [43] have studied the behavior for hydrogen chemi-
sorption of cobalt–platinum bimetallic catalysts on alumina using
both calcined and reduced samples. In this study the catalysts have
different Pt/Co atomic ratio (total metal loading 10%): 15/85 (i.e.
0.176/1); 33/67 (i.e. 0.493/1); 50/50 (i.e. 1/1); 80/20 (i.e. 4/1). For
the two samples with Co > Pt (the samples of the present study
were however Co� Pt), in order to justify the platinum-assisted
reduction of Co3O4 species in the Co–Pt oxidized samples, an inti-
mate contact between metallic platinum and cobalt particles was
assumed, being the highly dispersed platinum partly covered by
metallic cobalt. Moreover the presence of bimetallic particles
detected by EXAFS on Pt0.6Co0.04 sample was reported [44].
Undoubtedly our TPR results (Fig. 2a) agree with those of Guczi’s
paper regarding the formation of intimate contact between Co
and Pt in the very diluted samples with respect to Pt (Co� Pt as
in our samples: i.e. Co10–Pt0.05 or Co10–Pt0.1, corresponding to
an atomic ratio Co 666/Pt 1 and Co 333/Pt 1 respectively).

As to the catalytic performance of the above materials, FTS
results are presented in Table 1 in term of CO conversion and selec-
tivity toward CO2, CH4, light hydrocarbons (<C7: having less than 7
carbon atoms) and heavy hydrocarbons (>C7: having more than 7
carbon atoms). Furthermore, the combination of the results of both
the CO conversion and products selectivity is taken into account
calculating the total yield to C2+ hydrocarbons, i.e. not considering
methane and carbon dioxide since they are usually regarded as
undesired products in the FT process (see notes in Table 1). FTS
data were collected when the reaction reached the stationary state
(i.e. constant values of CO conversion and products selectivity),
about 24 h after the run start. After this initial step, both conver-
sion and selectivity remained steady, suggesting good catalysts
stability for the whole duration of each single run (90 h).

In Fig. 9 CO conversion and selectivity towards desired products
are reported as key parameters to evaluate the performance of the
different samples. By observing the numerical values, it is possible
to conclude that the effect of the Ru and Pt addition is to increase
the catalytic activity. In fact both CO conversion and hydrocarbon
yields are approximately tripled. The effect of Pt and Ru seems to
be quite the same. Nevertheless, this positive effect seems to be
independent from the quantity of noble metal present in BMCs cat-
alysts, being also the lower quantity added (0.1%) enough to get the
full advantage of using a bimetallic catalyst (both BMCs samples
with 2% of Ru and Pt give CO conversion and C2+ yield values lower
than the corresponding sample with 0.1% of noble metal). The
selectivity of cobalt based catalysts is highly dependent from the
operative conditions (temperature, space velocity, catalyst compo-
sition, H2/CO ratio in the feed), as highlined by Dalil et al. [24] for
what concerns the yield towards heavy products.

It is not easy to correlate these FTS results with some particular
BMCs structural property, being these systems very complex in



Fig. 7. a, c, and e: Ru-K edge EXAFS signal for Co10–Ru0.1, Co10–Ru0.5, Co10–Ru2 samples respectively b, d, f: the corresponding Fourier transform. Full lines: experimental;
dotted lines fit obtained as indicated in the text. Multiple scattering contributions are clearly apparent at high r (>5 Å).

Table 3
EXAFS fitting parameters for spectra of Figs. 6 and 7.

Shell Atom r (Å) r2 (Å2) N

(A) Fig. 6a (Co10–Pt0.1) r: distances; r2
: distance variances N: coordination

numbers
1 Co 2.55 (1) 0.029 (1) 8
2 Pt 2.745 (6) 0.0057 (6) 4
3 Pt 3.60 (3) 0.012 (6) 2
4 Pt 3.86 (6) 0.03 (1) 4

(B) Same as Table 2A but for the spectrum of Fig. 6c (Co10–Pt2)
1 Pt 2.766 (3) 0.0070 (2) 12
2 Pt 3.90 (1) 0.009 (1) 6
3 Pt 4.82 (2) 0.014 (2) 24
4 Pt 4.47 (3) 0.012 (3) 12
5 Pt 6.19 (3) 0.015 (5) 24
6 Pt 6.79 (3) 0.007 (4) 8

(C) Same as Table 2A but for the spectrum of Fig. 7a (Co10–Ru0.1)
1 Ru 2.661 (4) 0.0122 (4) 12
2 Ru 3.75 (1) 0.014 (3) 6
3 Ru 4.449 (9) 0.003 (1) 2
4 Ru 4.643 (3) 0.015 (2) 18

(D) Same as Table 2A but for the spectrum of Fig. 7c (Co10–Ru0.5)
1 Ru 2.680 (4) 0.0100 (4) 12
2 Ru 3.77 (1) 0.0010 (2) 6
3 Ru 4.47 (1) 0.002 (1) 2
4 Ru 4.68 (1) 0.015 (2) 18

(E) Same as Table 2A but for the spectrum of Fig. 7e (Co10–Ru2)
1 Ru 2.661 (4) 0.0135 (4) 12
2 Ru 3.75 (2) 0.016 (3) 6
3 Ru 4.46 (1) 0.004 (2) 2
4 Ru 4.65 (1) 0.015 (1) 18

Fig. 8. Hypotheses of the Co–Pt and Co–Ru ensembles structure in the bimetallic
samples as deduced from EXAFS analyses. White circles represent sites occupied by
Pt or Ru; black circles represent Co atoms. Circles with white and black colors inside
represent sites which can be occupied by either Ru and Co atoms (solid solutions in
which the different percentages of Ru is discussed in the text (see paragraph 4.5).
(a) Pt–Co intermetallic compound; (b) metallic platinum ensemble; (c and d) Co–
Ru: alloys.
terms of different surface area, morphology, oxidation state, dis-
persion of the active particles on the support and so on. Neverthe-
less, with particular reference to the influence of the noble metal
amount in the FTS catalytic performance, shown in Fig. 9 and above
discussed, it is worth noting that the structural evolution of noble
metal containing phases is different for Ru and Pt. In Ru based
BMCs, the ruthenium environment does not change much at vary-
ing Ru amount: Ru1�yCoy solid solutions with hexagonal close
packed structure form were identified with y in the 0.1–0.23 range
for all the concentration of noble metal. On the contrary, in the Pt
based BMCs, the structure of Pt containing phase is strongly depen-
dent on the amount of Pt: for low amount of Pt (0.1%) Co and Pt
form the intermetallic compound PtCo with a face centered tetrag-
onal structure while the EXAFS spectrum of the sample with higher
loading of Pt (2%), could be fitted using a structural model derived
from the close packed cubic structure of Pt. The main FTS result, i.e.
very low amount of Pt and Ru (0.1 wt%) are required to obtain the
fully performance advantage in bimetallic samples, should indicate
that the local structures, determined by EXAFS in the BMCs with
lower noble metal loading (Ru1-yCoy solid solutions with hexagonal
close packed structure for Ru BMCs and intermetallic compound
PtCo with a face centered tetragonal structure for Pt BMCs) are
the most suitable for the interaction of cobalt/ruthenium and
cobalt/platinum interactions in FTS mechanism. A further increase



Fig. 9. FTS results. CO conversion 5 (a) and C2+ yield% (b) vs. Ru or Pt wt percentage
in BMCs catalysts. The dotted line represents the value obtained using MMC
catalyst (Co10).
in noble metal content is not convenient in term of FTS products,
resulting in similar (Pt) or worse (Ru) results.
4. Conclusion

Co/Ru and Co/Pt bimetallic catalysts (BMCs) supported on silica
were prepared, characterized and tested in Fischer Tropsch Synthe-
sis (FTS) reaction. TPR/TPO/TPR and EXAFS analysis were applied to
understand the actual cooperation of the different metals. FTS
results showed that both CO conversion and the total yield towards
desired products could be tripled thanks to the action of the noble
metal, present in low amount on the catalysts composition. EXAFS
analysis demonstrated different interactions of the two noble met-
als with cobalt in BMCs. As to Co/Ru catalysts, Ru1�yCoy solid solu-
tions with hexagonal close packed structure form were identified
with y in the 0.1–0.23 range for all the concentration of noble
metal. Differently in the Co/Pt BMCs, the structure of Pt containing
phase is strongly dependent on Pt amount: for low Pt amount
(0.1%) Co and Pt form the intermetallic compound PtCo with a face
centered tetragonal structure while the EXAFS spectrum of the
sample with higher loading of Pt (2%) could be fitted using the a
structural model derived from the close packed cubic structure of
Pt. The local structures identified with low loading of noble metal
in BMCs are the most suitable for the interaction of cobalt/ruthe-
nium and cobalt/platinum interactions in FTS mechanism.
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